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ABSTRACT 

The SLAC two-mile linac has been upgraded to accelerate 
high current, low emittance electron and positron beams to be 
llsed in the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC). After the upgrade was 
completed, extensive beam studies were made to verify that the 
design criteria have been met. These tests involved the measure
ment of emittance, beam phase space orientation, energy disper
sion, trajectory oscillations, bunch length, energy spectrum and 
wakeflelds. The methods, the systems and the data cross checks 
are compared for the various measurements. Implications for 
the next linear collider are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

An important requirement of the linac of the SLC is to main
tain the low emittance, small energy spectrum, bunch length and 
intensity of each of the bunches in the beam as they are accel
en,ted from 1.2 to 50 GeV. Once that statement is accepted, a 
collection of instf1lmentation packages and a sequence of accel
erator experiments are needed to adjust the beams into specifi
cation and to verify that these conditions are met. Descriptions 
of the SLC linac requirements arc given in several reports l ,],3 

which are sllmmarized in Table 1. The parameters have ranges 
because the machine must operate in several configurations de
pending on the beam intensity, tune up conditions and exper
illlental data taking. The conditions listed here are not unlike 
a "preinjector" for a large linear collider except that the beam 
emittances will be lower by at least an order of magnitude. 

Table 1. SLAC linac parameters at 50 GeV. 

Pa,rameter Symbol Range 

Rilte f 120 lIz 

Bunch Length az 0.5 to 1.5 mm 

BUllch Intensity N+,- 0.1 to 7.2 x 1010 

Energy Spectrum aE/E 0.2 to 0.3% 

Invariant Emittance ,f. 3.0 to 3.5 x 1O-5r-m 

Energy Gain E 40 to 55 GeV 

Lattice Mismatch 6(3 Less than 10% 

Stability (position) 6:r(y) 6x(y) :::: 0.5cr x(y) 

Stahility (energy) 6E/E Less than 0.1 % 

Lattice .Bmax 10 to 60 m 

* \ Vork supported by the Departnwnt of Energy, contract DE-
1\C0:3-7G8f00515. 

BUNCH LENGTH COMPRESSION 

The bunch length of the beam exiting the damping ring 
IS about 6 mm which must be shortened to about 0.5 to 1.5 
mm before entering the linac. The compression is performed by 
adding a longitudinal position-energy correlation in the beam 
\lsing an RF accelerator run at a phase of 90°.4 A schematic 
byout is shown in Fig. 1. The dispersion function in the Ring
to- Linac (RTL) transport line is tailored to bring the he,u! and 
tail particles to the center of the bunch. The resulting minimum 
bunch length is given by the natural energy spectrum of the 
damping ring beam. In the center of the transport line the 
horizontal dispersion is a bout 1.3 m. With a spectrum of about 
O.cJ% the beam width axE due to energy is 25 Hun, which is much 
larger than the betatron size of the beam (ax(3 = 0.5 mm). The 
dispersion function 1/ must be cancelled to about 1 mm at the 
('ntrance to the linac so that the effective emittance of the beam 
does not enlarge. If an anomalous dispersion does enter the 
linac, filalllentatioll of the phase space in the chromatic linac 
lattice will result. in an increased beam emittance. 
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Pig. j, A/IeI' uiling Ihe dump/llg ring, caeh billie/! is 
lonfJit1ldinally C01np1'(3scd in Ihe 11'1'[, tmll3port lillt. us
ing an RF accelemtol' or compressor. The beam enfl'!]'y is 
1.15 GeV, and the RF compressor pl'Ol'ide3 a maTilllll1n 
of 32 lVleV acce/emtion. The bunch center 1)(l3ses at the 
RF zero crossing. The cnergy dispcrsion 1] in Ihe RTI 
mllst be cancelled to about one millimeler as the beam en
ters the Linac or fise Ihere will be anomalous dispersioll 
lI,h/ch will Cnlal~lJf the cjJu:tic'c bmm cmillann, 
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The illcrcnsed emitLnnce t C<111 be calculated given the en
ergy spectmm 8, the anomalous dispersion [unctions "I, "I', the 
nominal emittance Eo and the nominal TWISS parameters (J, a 
and T 

DISPERSION CORRECTION AT 
THE LINAC ENTRANCE 

(1 ) 

The dispersion can be corrected by measuring the anoma
lous dispersion functions "I and "I' in the linac and adjusting 
quadrupoles in the HTL. The measurements involve changing 
the energy of the beam by changing the phase of the RF com
pressor and observing transverse beam motion in the linac. The 
beam movements arc measured with strip line beam position 
monitors5 with accuracies of order 10 It in differential motions: 

(2) 

where 6x is the beam motion, Eo the nominal beam energy, 
Ec the compressor maximum acceleration, and 6cPc the phase 
change of the compressor. 

Typical measurements of the dispersion are shown in Fig. 2. 
Results in Fig. 2( a) were made without correction showing dis
persions up to 20 mm. With slight changes of the HTL quadru
Jloles it was possible to minimize the dispersion as in Fig. 2(b) 
without affecting the beta function. However, when the emit
tance of the beam was measured after correction in the early 
part of the linac, it was found to be larger than before. Alterna
tively, if the dispersion correction was done by minimizing the 
measured emittance rather than the measured dispersion, the 
emittance could in fact be reduced to near the design values. 

The question which remained was why the direct dispersion 
correction was incorrect. The answer lies in transverse deflec
tions in the RF compressor. rtF deHections6 are present in all 
accelerators at senne level and are corrected in the steady state 
by static dipole adjustments. \Vhen the phase of the compressor 
was changed during the dispersion measurements, its deflection 
also changed, and a hetatron oscillation was generated. (SeC' 
Fig. 3.) The oscillation introduced during a dispersion measure
ment can be calculat.ed given the maximum RF deflection Om: 

1:(S) = O",[sin(9c1 - 90) - sin(9c2 - cPo)] 

[!3c!j(s)]~ sin (VJ(s) -1i'e) 
(3) 

\\"l,ne 9cl and cPc2 arc the two compressor phase settings during 
t.he dispersion measurement, cPo the compressor setting corre
spollding with t.he maxilllulll deflection, (Jc and (J( s) are the 
TWTSS functions at the compressor and at a longitudinal posi
tion 8, and 1p(S) anill/Jc are the betatron phases at position s 
ilnd the COlllpressor, respectively. 

The effect on the position of the beam in the linac due to 
the dispersion generated by the correction quadrupoles in the 
UTI, Ciln be written ill a form similar to Eq. (3): 

\\·1tcr(~ 611 is the <1lllplitucle of the induced dispersion, and VJ
'j 

is 
t 1", effective betatron pllilse itt the l1TL qlladrllpoles. Clearly, 
the positioll change from deflection changes (Eq. 3) can be cor
rected bv the dispersion acljustment (Eq. 4) by setting VJry = 
'/', + 1127." and setting 67/ so that tIle cocfl1cicllts are equai. 
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F'ig. 2. The allolf/alous dispersion from the RTL tmns
pod line can be measuTed by changing the comp1Tssor 
phase which changfs the beam eneTgy and the tmjectoTy 
in the linac (a). TVith the usc of quadTupole combinations 
in the RTL (i.e., "I and "I' adjustments), the apparent dis
persion can be minimized (<; 1 mm) (b). However, after 
this procedure, it was shown not to minimize the mea
sllred effective beam emittance. (See Fig. 3). 

Thus, the dispersion adjustments cannot distinguish between 
HF deflection changes and actual dispersion and produce incor
n~ct. solut.ions when the deflections become large. The required 
llF deflection Om, which can explain the data in Fig. 2, is 32 !,rad 
or [37 Ke V / 11tiO l\!e V]. There are several mechanisms which can 
produce this deflection 6 

BUNCH LENGTH MEASUREMENTS 

The length of the bUIlch in the SLC linac after compression 
ill the HTL transport line is in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 mm. 
The shorter the bunch is, the more difficult the longitudinal 
wakefields are. The longer t.he bunch the trans\'erse wakes arc 
lllore difficult. A compromise is I1C'cded in order t.o manage t.he 
growth of the transverse beam size, t.o maintain a small energy 
spectrum and to provide enough accdera.t.ion. 

A system to measure t.he longitudinal profile of the bunch 
is shown in Fig. 4. The bunch is accelerated from 1.15 CeV t.o 
about 15 CeV in the ]jnae and is transported to a spectrometer 
where the beam is bent horizontally. The t.ransverse profile is 
measured on a phosphor screen7 where the horizontal dispersion 
7/ 0 is about 0.66 m. The profile width is minimized by adjust.
ing the linac overall phase to minimize (J"E/E and hy adjust
ing upstream quadrujloles to minimize the horizontal bctatl"Oli 
function at the profile monitor. The minimized profile is t.hen 
recorded as shown in Fig. 5(a). Then eight. klystrons irnnwdi
ately in front of the spect.rometer are triggered on the beam but. 
wit.h their phase offset by 90°. In this condition the head and 
tail of the bunch recei ve opposite energy changes. As it result, 
the energy spectrum increases in proportion to the longitudinal 
length. See Fig. 5(b). 
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Fig. 1- The bunch length in Ihe lillac is measured at 
15 GeV by using RF aeeclem/ioll (1. (j GcV) phased at 9(f' 
to expand the enerqy spectrum. depending all. the bunch 
hllgth. The clle7gy spec/rum is mcasured in a spectrom
etc 1'. 

The l)ullch length a z can be calculated from these measure
lllf'lltS. Since th(' bunch length is much shorter than t.he RF 
wavelength ~\RF, a linear approximation to the sine curve is ac
curate: 

[a; - a;oJ~ Eo )..RF 

271' 7)0 Ee 
(5) 

II'llere ax is the beam width with the spectrum expander on; 
an; the width wit.h the expander t.urned off. Eo is the nominal 
bcalll en('rgy (15 GeV); Be the energy gain of the spectrum 
expander (1.6 GeV). An examp1c of this method is shown ill 
Fig. 6 where the linac bunch length is mea.sured as as function 
of I)('am intensity. A threshold in the bunch length is observed 
jllst above 1 x 10 1O e- pCI' bUIlch due to effects in the damping 
ring. 8 

The resolution of om syst.eIll is about 60 fl in the bunch 
length. \\'ith effort., tllis resolution could he reduced and would 
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Iw sufficient for mmsurillg bunch lengths of ordcr ,50 /1 enVI
sioned for the next linear collider. 

LATTICE CHECKS 

The quadrupoles in the linac kcep tlH' beams in focus as they 
arc accelerated. The focusing strengt hs must match the beam 
cnergy at each location in the lillac so that a known lal t icc 
is maintained. 1\ known lattice allows long range trajectory 
correction, proper tranS\'crsc wakefield damping and nlilliluized 
cltromatic bealll cldargcl1wnt. 

Errors in the bttic(' ilrc caused hy set point crrors ill tlt(' 
qncl(lrupolcs or by errors ill lite cil.1culatcd klystron ellergy gains. 
Errors ill tIle quaclrnpole settings are chccked routinely with a 
"c1ip-on" ampere meter to verify that t.he computer dat.a base 
amI the hardware are correct.. An occasional problem with the 
2T6 Cjnadrupoles is fonnel awl corrected. 
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The calculated klystron energy gains are determined from 
calibrated RP amplitude measurements and phase settings. The 
phase and ampli tudes arc checked by measuring the beam energy 
as a function of the klystron phase. Phase settings are measured 
to about two degrees and acceleration to about 12 MeV out of 
225 MeV. The phase and amplitude change slowly with time, 
and these phase and amplitude measurements must be repeated 
regularly. Because these measurements are costly of beam time, 
an alternate approach was developed. 

Trajectory oscillations can be used to verify that the energy 
gains and phases are correct.9 Several dipoles along the linac are 
varied to introduce beam oscillations. An on-line model of the 
linac is used to predict these oscillations. In Fig. 7 are shown 
two plots where oscillation data and the model predictions are 
compared. In Fig. 7(a) a mis-phased klystfOn has produced a 
mismatch in the energy profile in the linac. The beam has a 
lower energy than it should, and the oscillations occur more 
rapidly. In Pig. 7(b) the lattice and the prediction agree very 
well indicating a proper lattice. There are approximately nine 
position readings per wavelength. 
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Fig. 1. Induced oscil/ation:; in Ihe SLC linac showing the 
measllred trajectory (solid lines) and the predicted tra
jectory from the onlinc, compllter model (dashed lines). 
/JijJcl'cTins belll'cen the data and prediction indicate er
rol's. A klystron l?F phase Cl'mi' is detected in (a) and no 
CI'T"OI'S in (b). 

The sensit ivity of this method depends on the phase advance 
per cell. Tn t lw SLC' lillac t he quadrupole lattice is very strong 

in the beginning and becomes much weaker at the end.2 The 
angular oscillation frequency 1I changes with energy E depending 
on the value of 1I: 

dll -2(1 - cos 1I) dE 

lIsmll E 
(6) 

1I 

As the value of 1I /2K changes from 90 0 per cell in the early linac 
to 45 0 at the end, the value of E / 1I dll / dE changes from -1.27 
to -l.06. Thus, a smaller response is expected late in the linac. 

The ability of this method to check the lattice is dependent 
on the fractional energy contribution of each klystron and on 
how the errors accumulate. The first klystron adds 220 MeV / 
1150 MeV or 22% to the energy of the beam; the' last klystron 
220 MeV/47000 MeV or 0.5%. Thus, much larger gain errors 
must occur in the downstream part of the linac in order for the 
lattice checks to be sensitive to them. 

Pinally, the errors in the calibration of the klystron energy 
gains accumulate sta tistically along the linac and can be esti
mated given the initial beam energy Eo, (l.15 GeV), the gain of 
a typical klystron E; (200 IVIeV), and the calibration error DE 
(~ 12 l\le V). The fractional error f on the total energy is given 
by 

f = 
fo DE 

L'o + nE; 
(7) 

where n is the number of klystrons upstream of the position of 
interest: f varies from 0.009 for n = 1, to 0.011 for n = 10, and 
finally, 0.004 for n = 222. Therefore, the expected statistical 
error in the calculated energy is of order 1 % through the linac. 

ENERGY SPECTRUM MEASUREMENT 

The energy spectra of the positron and electron beams are 
measured near the end of the !inac in a known dispersion region 
at the beginning of the SLC arcs. A schematic view of this 
measurement is shown in Fig. Fl. After the beam has been bent, 
the beam profile is viewed either on an intercepting monitor10 or 
continuously on a non-intercepting X-ray monitor. The profile 
I7x is obtained through a digitized TV image. The spectrum is 
ca.!culated as 8 = I7x /1]o, where 1/0 is the nominal dispersion 
generated by the dipole. The measurements can be taken at 1 
lIz. Each spectrum can be independently adjusted by using the 
respective damping ring phase. 

The profile monitor has been placpd in a special location 
where the energy dispersed beam size 17 IE dominates the beta
tron size 17 x.3: 

(8) 

where 

I7x E = 1/0 8 "" (70 mm)(0.2%) = 140 lim 

and 

<tnel (30 and ( arc the T\VISS parameters at the profile monitor. 

Errors in the beam phase space sllch as anomalolls disper
sion and betatron mismatches will distort the spectrum mea
surements. An example of a distortion is shown in Fig. 8 where 
anomalous dispersion (or energy-position correlation 1]) ill the 
beam changes the beam's profile depending on the <llllplitu(le 
and phase of the anomalous dispersion. 
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Fig. 8. The energy spectnull of ((leh beam is measured at 
the end of the linac in a known dispersive region. The 
spect7·um is given by the horizontal width of the beam 
profile. Anomalous dispersion of the beam in the linac 
can distort the profile measurement. The measured width 
depends on the amplitude and phase of the anomalous 
dispersion. 

TI,e above phenomena can be written in an equation for the 
effective spectruIll 8eff for small Letatron mismatches: 

2 a~ 1 [ 2 2] 8eff = 2" = 2" (1)0 + 1) cos ¢fJ) 8 
1)0 710 

folJo ( 6{J [ 1) +----:r- I + -fJ cos 2 ¢j3 + cPfJo 
710 0 

(9) 

where cPfJ is the betatron phase advance from the source of 1), cPfJo 
all arbitrary phase, 8 the actual elwrgy spectrum, and 6fJ/ fJo 
the lllismatch of the TVvISS parameter of the beam compared 
to the lattice. Here,8, cPfI, and 6('J/(Jo change as the overall nF 
pll<18e is adjusted to minimize 8. Recent estimates or measur
IllClits of the variables give 7/ 0 = 70 mm, 1) ::::; 10 mm, 8 = 0.25%, 
to = G X lO-lOr_m, fJo = 2m, and 6fJ < 2 m. \Vith these values 
only 71 contributes significantly to the spectrum measurement. 

An example of the anomalous dispersion term is shown in 
Fig. 9. Early in the commissioning of the SLC the anoma
lous dispersion 1) was comparable to 1)0. As the linac phase 
was varied the betatron phase advance from the source of the 
dispersion (unknown in practice as it is a complicated integral) 
'·'Hied itlld caused beating of the spectum measurement. See 
Fig. 9(a). At present, the dispersion has been reduced, and 
the spectrum change with IlF phase agrees closely with theory 
[Fig. 9( b) 1. Thus, IIleasurements of fJ distortions, anomalous 
dispersion, wake'field transverse tails and trajectory oscillation 
(generates dispersion) are needed independent of the spectrum 
llleasurement for a. complete measurement to be performed. 
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Fig. 9. J1Icaolll'ul CllflYj!J spectra of 47 GeV beams as a 
Junction of the linac ol'cmll HI' p!woc. The measurement 
(a) is contaminated by anomalous dispersion in the tinac 
(chich changes phase wilh the linac flF phase (because of 
£I1er:q!J). The mcaSUrEment (b) has the anomalous disper
.'iron 1Il the linac removed and is close 10 the theordical 
value. 

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT 

The emittance of the beam along with the associated T\\'ISS 
parameters can be measured in several ways: for example, by 
observing the change of the beam profile with changes in the 
strength of an upstream quadrupole or by observing the profile 
at three or more distinct locations ill a betatron phase advance. 
An example of the quadrupole-profile monitor measurement is 
showll in Fig. 10. The measured e, fJ, and a for Fig. 10. are 
7.S x 10l0 r-m, 60 m, and -10, respectively. The effect of anoma
lous dispersion on the emittance measurements call be seen in 
Eq. (1). In order to extract E, /3, ex, 8,1) and 1)' from the JIIeasure
JIIents, six nlf'asurements arc needed. An account of this process 
is gi\'('1l in Hd. 11. An example of an emittance measurement 
with JIIultiple screclls is discussed in the next section. 

A summary of recent emittance measurements in the linac 
is gi\"(?n in Table 2. The effects considered ill this paper are 
reflected in those results. 

REAL TIME BEAM PROFILE MONITORING 

The horizontal and vertical beam profiles of both positrons 
and electrons are measured in real time at full beam energy by 
deflecting the beams onto off-axis profile monitors at the rate of 
oue pulse every two seconds. 12 A schematic view of this system 
is shown in Figs. II and 12. A dipole is excited OIl a single 
beam pulse deflecting positrons and elcctrcms onto rcspecti\"(~ 

screens which are 5 mm from the accelerator axis. The profiles 
are digitized in x and y. Four combinations of dipole and profile 
monitor pairs were installed at 0, 22.5, 90 and 112.5 degrees 
i tl betatron phase. Only one comhination is pulsed every two 
_secouds allowing a complete meaSIlrClllent. after eight seconds. 
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Fig. 10. Emittance measurement in the linac at 47 GeV 
showing the change in beam size with changes in the 
strength of an upstream quadrupole. 

Table 2. Emittance of the SLC electron beam. 

lEx lEy 

Location (10- 5 mrad) (10- 5 mrad) 

Ext. Damping Ring 1.6 

Ent. Linac 4.1 

Ext. Linac 7.7 

IP* 8.3 

* corresponds to ax = 5.3 11m and a y 
for /3* = 30 mill. 
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Fig. 12. Schematic of one of the four kicker-profile mon
itor combinations which allow both beams to be· measured 
on a single linac pulse. 

0] and 11 (;3] ~f] = 1 + oi) of the beam at the first profile monitor 
can be propagated to the other profile monitors using transport 
matrices. Let the transport matrix from the first monitor to the 
second be Ai] and the matrix from the first to the third be Bij. 

The propagation of the TWISS parameters gives three equations 
for the measured beam sizes a1, a2, and a3: 

There are three unknowns E;31, Ea1, and E,l, and three equations 
which can be solved by matrix inversion. The fourth measure
ment will be used for a consistency check. A computer history 
of these calculations is heing implemented on the SLC control 
system. 
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Fig. 11. Schematic layout of the instruments near the end of the linac. Pulsed dipoles (Jour) 
sequentially kick the e+ and e- beams onto off-axis profile monitors once every two seconds. 

These images are viewed in the control room by the opera
tors and are used to verify that the beam conditions have not 
changed. E:-.:aJrlplcs of beam profiles are shown in Fig. 12. A 
110lll1al profile combination is shown as well as ones which are 
di,lorted either by betiltroll mismatches or by anomalous dis
]J,'rS10l1. 

An online emittance and TWISS parameter calculation can 
1)(' performed with these measurements. The parameters E,;31, 

CONCLUSIONS 

During the commissioning phase of a new accelerator, beam 
dynamics verification absorbs a considerable fraction of the ac
celerator beam time. Therefore, it is important to have spent 
sufficient effort during the design stage of the project to pro
vide systematic instrument packages to investigate beam dy
namics. A reasonable amount of rcdune-ancy is important so 
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Fig. 13. Digitized "four" screen profile data for electrons 
using the equipment in Figs. 11 and 12. Photo (a) shows 
nominal beam profiles. Photo (b) shows enlargement of 
the beam due to betatron mismatches . Photo (c) shows 
enlargemen t of the beam due to a large anomalous dis
persion in th e linac. 

that complimentary measurements can be used to resolve unex
plained observations. These complimentary measurements often 
lead to the dis covery of new phenomena either in beam dynam
ics or in the instrumentation. All accelerators have had effects 
which were not envisioned during their conception and construc
tion. Finally, the various components of the accelerator complex 
should be tested as soon as possible during construct ion to get 
an advanced start on error correction . 
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